A computer hardware-software system has been developed for extracting optical and digital mea-
Introduction
The successful use of computers in many diverse applications depends largely upon the development of a successful software system. The purpose of this paper is to describe recent developments in a software system called DR. ADAM (Diagnostic Radiology Aid to Diagnosis by Automatic Measurements) which was developed to provide measuréments ancF1ecisionsTrom chest x -ray firms Previous studies on the Dr. Adam system have been reported in detailtl, 2, 3) . This paper will report recent results and updates while explaining the system in general. References will be made to the in -depth discussions of algorithmic justification. Studies are currently in progress for the detection of coal workers pneumoconiosis (CWP), pulmonary edema, and abnormal heart and lung volume. This paper will discuss the results of the CWP studies. Other capabilities will be reported at seminar 9 of session 4 of the SPIE symposium by Dr. A. Franklin Turner.
The extent of disease of CWP is judged on 12 minor and 4 major categories which are based on the profusion of small regular and irregular opacities per unit area. A fifth major profusion category consists of still larger, regular and irregular shaped lesions associated with progressive massive fibrosis (PMF). This fifth category often occurs when smaller opacities coalesce.
To determine the overall film profusion category, a decision as to the extent of the opacities in the lung field must first be made by the physician. Each lung field is vertically divided into three zones. Overall film profusion category is established by visually averaging the profusion in the affected zones. The result is a visually derived indication of zonal extent, opacity type, and profusion category for each film.
Each film is read by at least two government certified physicians according tpp the International Labor Organization (I LO) 1971 Classification of Radiographs of the Pneumoconiosis`4) Depending on the agreement of these initial readers, a film decision could require a panel of readers. It is anticipated that the Dr. Adam system could assist in handling the mounting quantities of CWP x -rays being taken. Specifi- cally, this automated system could screen out numerous normal films and indicate the abnormal ones which require a physicians interpretation. As mentioned previously, the measurements could reflect abnormalities of many types other than pneumoconiosis. For example, lung vascularity measurements can be made. Abnormal vascularity conditions are indicative of both pulmonary edema and cancer.
Prototype System Using experience gained from a continually growing computer system, the final configuration is being trained as the Dr. Adam prototype system. Originally, data acquisition was implemented on a Hewlett Packard 2100 which controls the Dicomed image digitizer, the Recognition Systems optical spectrum analyzer, the x -y film transport and storage peripherals. The data obtained was analysed by using programs on an IBM 370 and a PDP 10. The changeover to a stand alone Dr. Adam system began with the acquisition of a PDP11 process controller. Additional hardware and software was incorporated and modified to provide greater speed and data handling capabilities. After training is completed, the system will be independent with data acquisition, storage and display.
While the initial prototype system consists of physically distinct but electronically integrated subsystems, this discussion will present a feasible scenario for their physical integration. A block diagram is shown in Figure 1 .
The successful use of computers in many diverse applications depends largely upon the development of a successful software system. The purpose of this paper is to describe recent developments in a software system called DR. ADAM (^Diagnostic Radiology Aid to Diagnosis by Automatic Measurements) which was developed to provide measurements and~clecisions~Trom cEest x-ray films.
Previous studies on the Dr. Adam system have been reported in detail^1' 2 » ^). This paper will report recent results and updates while explaining the system in general. References will be made to the in-depth discussions of algorithmic justification. Studies are currently in progress for the detection of coal workers pneumoconiosis (CWP), pulmonary edema, and abnormal heart and lung volume. This paper will discuss the results of the CWP studies. Other capabilities will be reported at seminar 9 of session 4 of the SPIE symposium by Dr. A. Franklin Turner.
Each film is read by at least two government certified physicians according to the International Labor Organization (I L.O) 1971 Classification of Radiographs of the Pneumoconiosis^4 '. Depending on the agreement of these initial readers, a film decision could require a panel of readers. It is anticipated that the Dr. Adam system could assist in handling the mounting quantities of CWP x-rays being taken. Specifically, this automated system could screen out numerous normal films and indicate the abnormal ones which require a physicians interpretation. As mentioned previously, the measurements could reflect abnormalities of many types other than pneumoconiosis. For example, lung vascularity measurements can be made. Abnormal vascularity conditions are indicative of both pulmonary edema and cancer.
Prototype System
Using experience gained from a continually growing computer system, the final configuration is being trained as the Dr. Adam prototype system. Originally, data acquisition was implemented on a Hewlett Packard 2100 which controls the Dicomed image digitizer, the Recognition Systems optical spectrum analyzer, the x -y film transport and storage peripherals. The data obtained was analysed by using programs on an IBM 370 and a PDP 10. The changeover to a stand alone Dr. Adam system began with the acquisition of a PDP11 process controller. Additional hardware and software was incorporated and modified to provide greater speed and data handling capabilities. After training is completed, the system will be independent with data acquisition, storage and display.
While the initial prototype system consists of physically distinct but electronically integrated subsystems, this discussion will present a feasible scenario for their physical integration. A block diagram is shown in Figure 1 . A chest radiograph is inserted into the computer -controlled film transport. Behind this transport is placed a diffuse illumination source. The entire 35 by 35 centimeter film is scanned by an image dissector camera at low resolution by the digital subsystem. The right and left lung regions are then detected and centroids of the lung boundary within each of six zones are computed. The film can then be transported under computer control into the path of the optical subsystem where spectral measurements are obtained about each of these six zonal centroids. A digital scan at high resolution can provide a data base for texture measurements within the lung region or other analysis.
A total of 191 digital spectral measurements have been gathered. They are both raw and derived measurements as shown in Table 1. A diagnostic classification based on these measurements is then rendered. A graphical representation of the detected lung boundaries and centroid locations as well as film quality and diagnostic decisions are available in hard copy form on a terminal with hard copy output. The first logical step in the reading of a chest x -ray is determining film quality. During the low resolution digital scan, a global histogram, which is a compilation of the number of image picture elements residing in each of 64 gray levels, can be computed. When compared with known histograms of underexposed, overexposed, fogged and normally exposed films, the exposure quality of the film to be proçqsed can be determined. A detailed explanation of this determination process has been presented in detail. The probability of each class of exposure is displayed on the terminal along with a decision of the exposure quality. Using this information, the operator has the option to continue with the diagnostic process or to abort the film at this point. Poor patient positioning can be determined by comparing the vertical signature to the vertical signature of a properly positioned chest x -ray, Figure 2a . The white backbone peak should be centered in the frame, and the peaks showing the chest cavity should be the appropriate distance from the center and edge of the film. Signature measurements are described further in the discussion of large A chest radiograph is inserted into the computer-controlled film transport. Behind this transport is placed a diffuse illumination source. The entire 35 by 35 centimeter film is scanned by an image dissector camera at low resolution by the digital subsystem. The right and left lung regions are then detected and centroids of the lung boundary within each of six zones are computed. The film can then be transported under computer control into the path of the optical subsystem where spectral measurements are obtained about each of these six zonal centroids. A digital scan at high resolution can provide a data base for texture measurements within the lung region or other analysis.
A total of 191 digital spectral measurements have been gathered. They are both raw and derived measurements as shown in Table 1 .
A diagnostic classification based on these measurements is then rendered. A graphical representation of the detected lung boundaries and centroid locations as well as film quality and diagnostic decisions are available in hard copy form on a terminal with hard copy output. The first logical step in the reading of a chest x-ray is determining film quality. During the low resolution digital scan, a global histogram, which is a compilation of the number of image picture elements residing in each of 64 gray levels, can be computed. When compared with known histograms of underexposed, overexposed, fogged and normally exposed films, the exposure quality of the film to be processed can be determined. A detailed explanation of this determination process has been presented in detail^'. The probability of each class of exposure is displayed on the terminal along with a decision of the exposure quality. Using this information, the operator has the option to continue with the diagnostic process or to abort the film at this point. Poor patient positioning can be determined by comparing the vertical signature to the vertical signature of a properly positioned chest x-ray, Figure 2a . The white backbone peak should be centered in the frame, and the peaks showing the chest cavity should be the appropriate distance from the center and edge of the film. Signature measurements are described further in the discussion of large Another global feature obtained from the low resolution scan is the x profile or signature. This curve is the sum of all pixels in the y direction. The function is instrumental in determining the presence of progressive massive fibrosis (PMF), also referred to as a large opacity'' . Lagg)opacities are obvious to the eye (radiologist) and one would expect the same to be true for the computer .
The rational in looking for features is that the presence of large opacities should lead to a blurred image where the 'white' (i.e., the high -level densities) is predominant and where the amount of edge is reduced. An edge is the border between two adjacent surfaces within a small array of image points, if such a border exists at all.
The distribution of the 'white' within the lung for a chest radiograph can be obtained by taking the projection of the x -ray image with respect to a horizontal axis below the thoracic cavity. The projection of a digital image (signature) is defined as the vertical summation of the gray -level densities for each point on the horizontal axis.
In the case of the normally diagnosed x -ray image there might be clearly distinguishable for each one of the lungs, a left and right peak, separated by a well-defined valley, whereas for an abnormally diagnosed x -ray image, the valleys which characterize the signature flatten up. The difference between a positive and a negative signature can be seen in Figures 2a and 2b. Also shown are the references for deriving the first two descriminant features. The points shown are as follows: R1 -outer peak of right lung, R2 -valley in right lung, R3 -inner peak of right lung, L1 -inner peak of left lung, L2 -valley in left lung, and L3 -outer peak in left lung.
The first two features defined as yR1 -yR2 yR3 -yR2
yLl -yL2 yL3 -yL2 S1 -xR2 -xRl + xR3 -xR2 (1) 52 -xL2 -xLl + xL3 -xL2 (2) are an approximation for the first derivative of the signature. S1 and S2 are similar features and they are a measure of the flatness of the right and left lung's signature, respectively. If the first derivative is high the film would be considered a negative one with respect to large opacities, while if the approximation for the first derivative is low, i.e., the signature is almost flat, the film would be considered positive with respect to large opacities.
These features were computed for 36 films which were read by three radiologists and a majority rule used to determine the classification. To select the best features from the normalized data a stepwise discriminant analysis was performed. Using the two best features resulted in a true positive and a true negative rate of 100% and 75% respectively.
The presence of large B and C size opacities can distort film features so badly that lung boundaries cannot be detected. For this reason, the large BBC opacities are indicated to the operator at this point. The large A size opacities may be detected by the optical subsystem which will be described in the Optical Measurement Section. Another global feature obtained from the low resolution scan is the x profile or signature. This curve is the sum of all pixels in the y direction. The function is instrumental in determining the presence of progressive massive fibrosis (PMF), also referred to as a large opacity^. Large opacities are obvious to the eye (radiologist) and one would expect the same to be true for the computer^0 * ''.
The rational in looking for features is that the presence of large opacities should lead to a blurred image where the 'white' (i.e., the high-level densities) is predominant and where the amount of edge is reduced. An edge is the border between two adjacent surfaces within a small array of image points, if such a border exists at all.
The distribution of the 'white' within the lung for a chest radiograph can be obtained by taking the projection of the x-ray image with respect to a horizontal axis below the thoracic cavity. The projection of a digital image (signature) is defined as the vertical summation of the gray-level densities for each point on the horizontal axis.
In the case of the normally diagnosed x-ray image there might be clearly distinguishable for each one of the lungs, a left and right peak, separated by a well-defined valley, whereas for an abnormally diagnosed x-ray image, the valleys which characterize the signature flatten up. The difference between a positive and a negative signature can be seen in Figures 2a and 2b . Also shown are the references for deriving the first two descriminant features. The points shown are as follows: Rl -outer peak of right lung, R2 -valley in right lung, R3 -inner peak of right lung, LI -inner peak of left lung, L2 -valley in left lung, and L3 -outer peak in left lung.
The first two features defined as
are an approximation for the first derivative of the signature. SI and S2 are similar features and they are a measure of the flatness of the right and left lung's signature, respectively. If the first derivative is high the film would be considered a negative one with respect to large opacities, while if the approximation for the first derivative is low, i.e., the signature is almost flat, the film would be considered positive with respect to large opacities. These features were computed for 36 films which were read by three radiologists and a majority rule used to determine the classification. To select the best features from the normalized data a stepwise discriminant analysis was performed. Using the two best features resulted in a true positive and a true negative rate of 100% and 75% respectively.
The presence of large B and C size opacities can distort film features so badly that lung boundaries cannot be detected. For this reason, the large B&C opacities are indicated to the operator at this point. The large A size opacities may be detected by the optical subsystem which will be described in the Optical Measurement Section.
Lung Boundary Detection and Measurement
Once the digital film scan has been completed, a quality assessment made from its histogram, and a large opacity check has been made from the signature, it is necessary to detect and characterize the right and left lung boundaries. This is necessary to position the optical subsystem at zone centroids and to reduce the size of the digital data blocks. It was decided to approach lung boundary characterization with a combination of global and local criteria. The global criteria consisted of a threshold computed from the histogram previously used in film quality assessment. This thresholding operation created a binary mask which served as a first estimate of the lung region. This estimate was refined with local bin, y operators to complete the lung detection process. Details of this process can be found elsewhere.
The output of this lung detection process, shown in Figure 3 consists of three anatomical constraint points and three least squares polynomials per lung field. The constraint points (Il, J1), (I2, J2), and (I3, J3) represent the lung apex, cardiac-diaphragm APEX intercept, and costophrenic angle vertex respectively. Curves 1, 2, and 3 represent polynomial representations of the right side lateral chest, mediastinalheart and diaphragm boundaries respectively. Note that mutual endpoint constraints of the polynomials insure a closed area. The left lung is characterized in an equivalent manner. Thus, each lung is characterized by 14 polynomial coefficients and three con1f3 . straint points.
Using this information it is possible to calculate the centroid of each of the six lung zones and transfer these to the computer-controlled x -y transport of the optical subsystem. Higher resolution digital analysis of just the lung zonal regions is also possible because the interpolated polynomial values constitute lateral turn on and off indicators as the film is raster -scanned. After lung areas are determined, the high resolution scan is made. The digital image within the lung boundary is then stored. Also, the optical .J2) measurements may be taken in each of the six zones of the lungs. Thus, there are two approaches in the DOME OF investigation of the texture patterns.
DIAPHRAM
The problem of manually detecting and grading simple pneumoconioses from radiographs appears to be largely one of discrimination between normal (13,..3) COSTOPHRENIC pulmonary vascularity (lung marking) patterns and partial or complete obliteration of this normal treelike structure by opacities of various sizes and profusions, which themselves exhibit a more or less textural nature. Image texture refers to the visual sensation that one receives about the structure arrangement of an image region. The textural properties of a scene are often qualitatively described as coarse, grainy, striated, or rough. Computer simulations have been done in which overlapping particles have been placed at random locations. When only a few particles are present, the visual impression is of discrete countable objects. However, when the number of particles is increased, the visual impression is of texture rather than countable objects. The a priori specification of a set of measurements upon which to base a texture recognition decision is a difficult problem. No theoretical solution to this measurement discovery problem has been reported. However, one may objectively evaluate the effectiveness of a specified set using experimental classification accuracy. This suggests the conservative approach used in this study of computing a large number of measurements and evaluating their effectiveness using supervised classification techniques. Both first and second order probability distributions as well as spatial moments of the picture function and derived picture functions corresponding to edges had been used for texture measurements. A set of 111 such measurements are computed from the high resolution digital image. They are shown as the first 111 measurements in Table 1 . (8, 9) Spatial moments may be used for texture classification and are commonly used to describe a mass distribution. The total mass, centroid, and radius of gyration are often used in mechanics to describe the properties of a single object in a collection of objects. The generality of the method of moments 
Lung Boundary Detection and Measurement
Once the.digital film scan has been completed, a quality assessment made from its histogram, and a large opacity check has been made from the signature, it is necessary to detect and characterize the right and left lung boundaries. This is necessary to position the optical subsystem at zone centroids and to reduce the size of the digital data blocks. It was decided to approach lung boundary characterization with a combination of global and local criteria. The global criteria consisted of a threshold computed from the histogram previously used in film quality assessment. This thresholding operation created a binary mask which served as a first estimate of the lung region. This estimate was refined with local binary operators to complete the lung detection process. Details of this process can be found elsewhere. 'T he output of this lung detection process, shown in Figure 3 consists of three anatomical constraint points and three least squares polynomials per lung field. The constraint points (II, Jl), (12, J2), and (13, J3) represent the lung apex, cardiac-diaphragm intercept, and costophrenic angle vertex respectively. Curves 1, 2, and 3 represent polynomial representations of the right side lateral chest, mediastinalheart and diaphragm boundaries respectively. Note that mutual endpoint constraints of the polynomials insure a closed area. The left lung is characterized in an equivalent manner. Thus, each lung is characterized by 14 polynomial coefficients and three constraint points.
Using this information it is possible to calculate the centroid of each of the six lung zones and trans- 
DOME OF DIAPHRAM
fer these to the computer-controlled x-y transport of the optical subsystem. Higher resolution digital analysis of just the lung zonal regions is also possible because the interpolated polynomial values constitute lateral turn on and off indicators as the film is raster-scanned.
Image Textural Pattern Discrimination
After lung areas are determined, the high resolution scan is made. The digital image within the lung boundary is then stored. Also, the optical measurements may be taken in each of the six zones of the lungs. Thus, there are two approaches in the investigation of the texture patterns.
The problem of manually detecting and grading simple pneumoconioses from radiographs appears to be largely one of discrimination between normal pulmonary vascularity (lung marking) patterns and partial or complete obliteration of this normal treelike structure by opacities of various sizes and profusions, which themselves exhibit a more or less textural nature.
Image texture refers to the visual sensation that one receives about the structure arrangement of an image region. The textural properties of a scene are often qualitatively described as coarse, grainy, striated, or rough. Computer simulations have been done in which overlapping particles have been placed at random locations. When only a few particles are present, the visual impression is of discrete countable objects. However, when the number of particles is increased, the visual impression is of texture rather than countable objects.
Digital Measurements of Texture Patterns
The a priori specification of a set of measurements upon which to base a texture recognition decision is a difficult problem. No theoretical solution to this measurement discovery problem has been reported. However, one may objectively evaluate the effectiveness of a specified set using experimental classification accuracy. This suggests the conservative approach used in this study of computing a large number of measurements and evaluating their effectiveness using supervised classification techniques. Both first and second order probability distributions as well as spatial moments of the picture function and derived picture functions corresponding to edges had been used for texture measurements. A set of 111 such measurements are computed from the high resolution digital image. They are shown as the first 111 measurements in Table 1 .
/Q en Spatial moments may be used for texture classification^' y > and are commonly used to describe a mass distribution. The total mass, centroid, and radius of gyration are often used in mechanics to describe the properties of a single object in a collection of objects. The generality of the method of moments COSTOPHRENIC ANGLE FIGURE 3. ZONAL REGIONS RIGHT LUNG and the use of moment invariants in pattern recognition was described by Deutsch (10) . He proposed a theory that the process of human perception measures moment -type information in an image. Furthermore, he proposed that the information contained in the relation of a point to the weights of its neighbors can be hypothesized to demonstrate the invariances to size, orientation, mirror image, and symmetry which have been observed in human perception experiments. (11) T )Tathematical generality of the set of moment invariants has been pointed out by Hu and Duda and Hart`"'. The set of infinite moments of any bounded probability density function exactly, completely, and uniquely describes the density function. All possible measurable features of an image are represented in the set of moments. Various normalization procedures may be performed on the computed moments to obtain matrics which are invariant to certain transformations such as translation, rotation, size change, or symmetry. The moment computation may also be extended to reflect edge structure of texture patterns. The moments at any point (, n) may be approximated by a linear combination of the moments of the mass function f(x,y) and the moments of the partial derivative images. Thus moment computations for texture measurements may also be related to the intuitive and experimental concepts of edge structure and edge per unit area type measurements. The computational advantage of this procedure is that only low -order moments of the original and derivative pictures may be required for discrimination.
First order measurements such as the histogram, raw moments, central moments, variance, skewness coefficient, and the( efficient of excess are computed. First -order measures similar to these were initially used by Sprawls to detect abnormal thyroid conditions. However, first -order statistics are often insufficient to discriminate textural properties.
Some promising second -o rle4r statistical measures of textur9M.ve been developed for automated terrain classification by Haralick ! Aushermants definitive work applied these same features in both the radiographic and terrestrial classification with considerable success. These features are all based on the computation of a measurement of relative frequencies p(i, j) termed spatial gray -level dependence matrices. More specifically, it is assumed that texture -context information is adequately specified by the symmetric matrix of relative frequencies with which two neighboring picture elements are separated by a distance (d) and an angle (a) for each (i, j) gray level in a field. Thus p is a function of a, d, i, and ex- If appropriate a priori normalization is applied to the image, these matrices are approximately joint probability matrices. The number of operations necessary to produce this matrix for a given angle and distance is proportional to the number of picture elements in the field of view. Measures formed from these matrices which can be simply implemented on a minicomputer are the second angular moment, the moment of inertia about the diagonal of the p matrix, the entropy, a correlation measurement, a local hemogeniety measurement, the mean, the ange and the variance. The first and second order measures are described in detail in an earlier work().
Optical Measurements of Texture Patterns
Within the optical approach to textural tone discrimination, various pattern recognition algorithms have been utilized to achieve classification on a digital computer.
(lThe most salient of the optical systems was developed by Lendaris and Stanley for terrain classification J The sensor or feature extractor measured aspects of the optical Fourier transform. This initial feasibility system utilized coherent optical techniques to extract measurements (features) of the Fraunhofer diffraction pattern which were classified via an interactive nonstatistical classification method. In the present application, the image f(x, y) is transformed optically into its Fourier space F(vx, vy) via the well -known property that coherent light passed through an image f(x, y) and then through a thin convex lens produces the diffraction pattern in the back focal plane. The coordinates (u, v) of this transform plane are directly related to spatial frequencies and of the input image. The sensor is composed of 32 annular rings and 32 angular wedges which sample the squared modulus of the diffraction pattern (power spectrum) and produces appropriate signatures. The annular ring signature provides a rotationally insensitive means of detecting one or two dimensional spatial periodicity within apertured areas. In contrast, the wedge signatures are insensitive to periodic structure but sensitive to directions. Both frequency signatures subsequently have yielded valuable features for pneumoconiosis detection.
Each of six lung zones are sequentially illuminated by a 7.62 cm. diameter aperture, and at each zonal centroid, the 64 initial spectral measurements are collected as features for diagnostic classification. Each 64-member feature set of the 130 training samples was normalized to unit spectral energy, and the features were then normalized to zero mean with a standard deviation of one without reference to class. The first of these operations was performed to remove average gray level and linear contrast differences between films. The second and third operations were performed to increase subsequent machine classification accuracy. The averaged spectral signatures for each zone of the normal training set were graphed over those of the abnormal training set showing a distinct crossover frequency at ring 9 corresponding to objects with approximately 1. 5 mm diameters. A very similar crossover frequency was also noted in the ring signatures of each of the other five lung zones. Upon inquiry with several B and C level readers, it was learned that the average small pneumoconiosis opacity was estimated to between 1 and 2 mm in diameter. Thus, what is seen in these ring spectral signatures is most probably a higher average energy component in abnormal zones due to multiple diffractions of the opacities. Because the opacities vary in size and shape, their individual diffraction patterns when superimposed would lead to the observed broad 
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and the use of moment invariants in pattern recognition was described by Deutsch^'. He proposed a theory that the process of human perception measures moment-type information in an image. Furthermore, he proposed that the information contained in the relation of a point to the weights of its neighbors can be hypothesized to demonstrate the invariances to size, orientation, mirror image, and symmetry which have been observed in human perception experiments.
Tha .mathematical generality of the set of moment invariants has been pointed out by Hir ' and Duda and Hart u . The set of infinite moments of any bounded probability density function exactly, completely, and uniquely describes the density function. All possible measurable features of an image are represented in the set of moments. Various normalization procedures may be performed on the computed moments to obtain matrics which are invariant to certain transformations such as translation, rotation, size change, or symmetry.
The moment computation may also be extended to reflect edge structure of texture patterns. The moments at any point (£, ri) may be approximated by a linear combination of the moments of the mass function f(x, y) and the moments of the partial derivative images. Thus moment computations for texture measurements may also be related to the intuitive and experimental concepts of edge structure and edge per unit area type measurements. The computational advantage of this procedure is that only low-order moments of the original and derivative pictures may be required for discrimination.
First order measurements such as the histogram, raw moments, central moments, variance, skewness coefficient, and the.coefficient of excess are computed. First-order measures similar to these were initially used by Sprawls' lc^ to detect abnormal thyroid conditions. However, first-order statistics are often insufficient to discriminate textural properties.
Some promising second-order statistical measures of texture have been developed for automated terrain classification by Haralick' 14 '. Ausherman's definitive work' 15 ' applied these same features in both the radiographic and terrestrial classification with considerable success. These features are all based on the computation of a measurement of relative frequencies p(i, j) termed spatial gray-level dependence matrices. More specifically, it is assumed that texture-context information is adequately specified by the symmetric matrix of relative frequencies with which two neighboring picture elements are separated by a distance (d) and an angle (a) for each (i, j) gray level in a field. Thus p is a function of a, d, i, and expressed by p(i, j, a, d) where i -0, ...,n-l; j = l. 111, n-1; a=0°, 45°, 90°, 135°; d = l, 2,.. . and its size is defined by the number, n, of gray-level quantization values.
If appropriate a priori normalization is applied to the image, these matrices are approximately joint probability matrices. The number of operations necessary to produce this matrix for a given angle and distance is proportional to the number of picture elements in the field of view. Measures formed from these matrices which can be simply implemented on a minicomputer are the second angular moment, the moment of inertia about the diagonal of the p matrix, the entropy, a correlation measurement, a local hemogeniety measurement, the mean, the range and the variance. The first and second order measures are described in detail in an earlier work^1 '.
Optical Measurements of Texture Patterns
The most salient of the optical systems was developed by Lendaris and Stanley for terrain classification^ '. The sensor or feature extractor measured aspects of the optical Fourier transform. This initial feasibility system utilized coherent optical techniques to extract measurements (features) of the Fraunhofer diffraction pattern which were classified via an interactive nonstatistical classification method. In the present application, the image f(x, y) is transformed optically into its Fourier space F(vx, vy) via the well-known property that coherent light passed through an image f(x, y) and then through a thin convex lens produces the diffraction pattern in the back focal plane. The coordinates (u, v) of this transform plane are directly related to spatial frequencies and of the input image. The sensor is composed of 32 annular rings and 32 angular wedges which sample the squared modulus of the diffraction pattern (power spectrum) and produces appropriate signatures. The annular ring signature provides a rotationally insensitive means of detecting one or two dimensional spatial periodicity within apertured areas. In contrast, the wedge signatures are insensitive to periodic structure but sensitive to directions. Both frequency signatures subsequently have yielded valuable features for pneumoconiosis detection.
Each of six lung zones are sequentially illuminated by a 7.62 cm. diameter aperture, and at each zonal centroid, the 64 initial spectral measurements are collected as features for diagnostic classification. Each 64-member feature set of the 130 training samples was normalized to unit spectral energy, and the features were then normalized to zero mean with a standard deviation of one without reference to class. The first of these operations was performed to remove average gray level and linear contrast differences between films. The second and third operations were performed to increase subsequent machine classification accuracy. The averaged spectral signatures for each zone of the normal training set were graphed over those of the abnormal training set showing a distinct crossover frequency at ring 9 corresponding to objects with approximately 1. 5 mm diameters. A very similar crossover frequency was also noted in the ring signatures of each of the other five lung zones. Upon inquiry with several B and C level readers, it was learned that the average small pneumoconiosis opacity was estimated to between 1 and 2 mm in diameter. Thus, what is seen in these ring spectral signatures is most probably a higher average energy component in abnormal zones due to multiple diffractions of the opacities. Because the opacities vary in size and shape, their individual diffraction patterns when superimposed would lead to the observed broad band phenomenon. For this reason it was decided to create several derived features in addition to the 64 features available from the diffraction pattern sampling unit. The mean (pi) and standard deviation (ai) of the first 9 rings were computed. In addition, the mean (u 2) and standard deviation (a2) of the normalized log energies of the 24 rings above ring 9 were computed. The mean to mean (u 2/P 2), mean to standard deviation (1-11/a1,1-12/ a 2), standard deviation to standard deviation (a1 /a2) ratios were computed. The averaged energy signatures of the 32 angular wedge measurements for the training set yielded similar difference in their signature patterns. However, since these measurements are regularly dependent, there was greater inter -zone variability. This probably reflects the different angulation and quantity of the vascular tree as viewed in the individual lung zones. In any case, it is the partial or complete obliteration of this normal vascular structure by pneumoconiosis opacities that is being measured. A total of 8 derived mean and standard deviation measurements were computed from the 32 wedge signature values in a manner similar to that of the rings. Thus, the final feature set consisted of 80 features including 64 original and 16 zone specific derived features for each lung zone. They are measurements 112 -191 in Table 1 .
Large Opacity Detection
The Fourier transform measurements have been studied with respect to large opacity detection. As mentioned before, the presence of large opacities should lead to a decrease in the amount of edge in the image. The amount of the edge which is present in a given image is directly related to the distribution of the energy in the frequency domain between the lower and the higher frequencies.
A blurred image, where the amount of edge is small, should be characterized by an energy distribution (power spectra) which is shifted towards the lower frequencies more than it would be in the case of a normal (negative diagnosed) film. If this is the case, the power spectra should reveal a difference between a negative (normal) and positive (abnormal) blurred image. This can be seen visually in photographs taken of the power spectra from a negative and positive region.
Classification was performed on training data containing large opacity and normal lung zonal regions The resulting scatter diagram showed wide separation. Using the best feature resulted in a true positive and true negative rate of 100% and 80% respectively.
Device Training Before a device can successfully diagnose, it must be properly trained to recognize a specific disease pattern. In this instance it must be trained to recognize the presence or absence of a multitude of small opacities from several profusion categories in one or more of the six lung zones specified in the grading procedure. There are three significant tasks in device training. First, the feature space for each zone must be significantly reduced to prevent device overtraining. This is referred to as the feature selection process. Secondly, these reduced feature sets must be used to classify their respective zones, normal or abnormal. Thirdly, these zonal decisions must be integrated into an overall film decision.
Since the diagnosis is rendered from the film by observational nonquantitative means, there exists an inter -reader inconsistency. This inconsistency is characterized both by differences in the number and location of diseased and normal lung zones in a film and the manner in which these zonal decisions are integrated into the overall film classification by the individual physician. Because of this inconsistency, it was decided to initially train the device to render only a normal or abnormal decision on the 465 film -set from training data gathered from a subset of 130 films. Each of the 130 films had been independently read by the 6 physicians and judged by each of them either completely normal or abnormal in all 6 lung zones. There were 57 normal and 73 abnormal films in this training set. Thus, individual zonal reading patterns and integration of these zonal decisions into an overall film decision were removed as inter-reader variables during device training. With a training scheme outlined, the feature selection process is the next step. Although several feature selection criteria were considered, one of the most effective used was the Hoteling trace criteria. (17) This reduced the dimensionality of each zonal feature set to the 10 features for which zonal classification accuracy was maximized.
Classification (Using Digital and Optical Measurements)
The classifier was chosen as a Bayesian decision process with multi -variate Gaussian class assumption. (1) Note that this assumption has meant that one only needs to compute a sample mean vector and covariance matrix from training data for each of m classes. The use of the resulting a posteriori probabilities allows not only the determination of class membership, but also the probabilistic certainty of that decision. Their use in the diagnostic classification will now be discussed.
Each zone was trained with a zone specific 10-dimensional feature vector xz and the a posteriori probabilities were computed. For the initial prototype system, correct zonal training classification averaged 80 percent correct over the six zones with a low of 77 percent for the left middle zone and a high of 81.5 percent for the left upper zone. It was decided to produce an overall film decision by averaging the a posteriori probabilities of normal for the six zones and thresholding the result. If the overall probability (P) is greater than the threshold (T) the film is assigned to the normal class.
Initial Results
Device results may be presented in the form of confusion matrices of the form shown in Table 2 . True negative percentage refers to correct normal reading while false positives refer to normals falsely judged abnormal. In a similar manner, a true positive represents abnormals judged correctly while false negatives are abnormals falsely judged normal.
114 /SPIE Vol. 89 Applications of Optics in Medicine and Bio logy (1976) E. LHALL, B. K. ROUGE, R.P.KRUGER band phenomenon. For this reason it was decided to create several derived features in addition to the 64 features available from the diffraction pattern sampling unit. The mean (y^) and standard deviation (a j) of the first 9 rings were computed. In addition, the mean (y o) and standard deviation (02) of the normalized log energies of the 24 rings above ring 9 were computed. The mean to mean (y2/P2)* mean to standard deviation (u i/ a i* V^/ a %)> standard deviation to standard deviation (° ±1° 2^ ra/tios were computed. The averaged energy signatures of the 32 angular wedge measurements for the training set yielded similar difference in their signature patterns. However, since these measurements are regularly dependent, there was greater inter-zone variability. This probably reflects the different angulation and quantity of the vascular tree as viewed in the individual lung zones. In any case, it is the partial or complete obliteration of this normal vascular structure by pneumoconiosis opacities that is being measured. A total of 8 derived mean and standard deviation measurements were computed from the 32 wedge signature values in a manner similar to that of the rings. Thus, the final feature set consisted of 80 features including 64 original and 16 zone specific derived features for each lung zone. They are measurements 112-191 in Table 1 .
Large Opacity Detection
Classification was performed on training data containing large opacity and normal lung zonal regions. The resulting scatter diagram showed wide separation. Using the best feature resulted in a true positive and true negative rate of 100% and 80% respectively.
Device Training
Before a device can successfully diagnose, it must be properly trained to recognize a specific disease pattern. In this instance it must be trained to recognize the presence or absence of a multitude of small opacities from several profusion categories in one or more of the six lung zones specified in the grading procedure. There are three significant tasks in device training. First, the feature space for each zone must be significantly reduced to prevent device overtraining. This is referred to as the feature selection process. Secondly, these reduced feature sets must be used to classify their respective zones, normal or abnormal. Thirdly, these zonal decisions must be integrated into an overall film decision.
Since the diagnosis is rendered from the film by observational nonquantitative means, there exists an inter-reader inconsistency. This inconsistency is characterized both by differences in the number and location of diseased and normal lung zones in a film and the manner in which these zonal decisions are integrated into the overall film classification by the individual physician. Because of this inconsistency, it was decided to initially train the device to render only a normal or abnormal decision on the 465 film-set from training data gathered from a subset of 130 films. Each of the 130 films had been independently read by the 6 physicians and judged by each of them either completely normal or abnormal in all 6 lung zones. There were 57 normal and 73 abnormal films in this training set. Thus, individual zonal reading patterns and integration of these zonal decisions into an overall film decision were removed as inter-reader variables during device training. With a training scheme outlined, the feature selection process is the next step. Although several feature selection criteria were considered, one of the most effective used was the Hoteling trace criteria.(^ This reduced the dimensionality of each zonal feature set to the 10 features for which zonal classification accuracy was maximized.
Classification (Using Digital and Optical Measurements)
The classifier was chosen as a Bayesian decision process with multi-variate Gaussian class assumption.'*' Note that this assumption has meant that one only needs to compute a sample mean vector and covariance matrix from training data for each of m classes. The use of the resulting a posteriori probabilities allows not only the determination of class membership, but also the probabilistic certainty of that decision. Their use in the diagnostic classification will now be discussed.
Each zone was trained with a zone specific 10-dimensional feature vector xz and the a posteriori probabilities were computed. For the initial prototype system, correct zonal training classification averaged 80 percent correct over the six zones with a low of 77 percent for the left middle zone and a high of 81. 5 percent for the left upper zone. It was decided to produce an overall film decision by averaging the a posteriori probabilities of normal for the six zones and thresholding the result. If the overall probability (P) is greater than the threshold (T) the film is assigned to the normal class.
Initial Results
Using P and threshold decision logic that P > T implies that the film is normal, experimental trials yielded maximum training classification accuracy aT T = . 483. This yielded the confusion matrix, shown in Table 3 , for the 130 film device training set. Thus, 119 out of 130 or 91.5 percent of the film were classified correctly. This is comparable to the unanimous vote of the 6 manual readers.
As has been discussed earlier, reader inconsistency presupposes an accuracy level above which a trainable classifier which relys on reader information cannot be expected to exceed. The 130 film training set constituted the least inconsistent diagnostic information available. As a less biased test of the system against unknowns, it was decided to force a decision on all 465 films through the use of a consensus of 3 out of 5 manual readers. Neither the least consistent manual reader nor the prototype device were used to formulate the consensus. The a posteriori probability was computed for all 465 films using mean vectors and covariance matrices computed during device training. The threshold T was experimentally set to T = . 56 in order to maximize device testing classification accuracy relative to the forementioned consensus. There were 102 consensus normals with 45 of these not completely free of disease. There were 363 consensus abnormals more than half of which indicated category one or first stage disease. The film library therefore represented a relative continuum between normal (category 0) and abnormal (category > 0).
The most inconsistent visual reader (reader 1) yielded the confusion matrix shown in Table 4 . Reader 6 had the highest consistency, as shown in Table 5 . If one averages the results of the 6 visual readers, the confusion matrix of Table 6 results.
The digital system yielded the results shown in Table 7 when compared to the consensus. The hybrid system results are shown in Table 8 . 
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Using P and threshold decision logic that P >_ T implies that the film is normal, experimental trials yielded maximum training classification accuracy at T = . 483. This yielded the confusion matrix, shown in Table 3 , for the 130 film device training set. Thus, 119 out of 130 or 91. 5 percent of the film were classified correctly. This is comparable to the unanimous vote of the 6 manual readers.
The digital system yielded the results shown in Table 7 when compared to the consensus. The hybrid system results are shown in Table 8 . A recent paper by Goodenough(17)compared performance of the general population of A and B level readers on approximately 14 thousand films for which a C level interpretation was necessary. These films could be considered difficult to diagnose. He used receiver operation curves (ROC) commonly applied in radar detection problems. The resulting curves labeled A and B in Figure 4 refer to the relative performance of A and B level readers when compared to truth as established by at least one C level reader. (Truth represents 100 percent true positive and 0 percent false positive.) A third curve refers to the performance of the prototype system. This curve was traced by varying T between 0 and 1 for the 465 film test set used in the study. A fourth curve represents the reading level subsequently established by the National Institute for Occupational safety and Health administration for certification of all future B level readers. This later curve was established by allowing 20 high proficiency B readers to specify the indicated operating curve relative to this truth. It should be pointed out that the curves shown were often derived from different film sets. However, it is hoped that they provide some approximate guidelines for this system's intermediate perfor- A recent paper by Goodenough'*'7 'compared performance of the general population of A and B level readers on approximately 14 thousand films for which a C level interpretation was necessary. These films could be considered difficult to diagnose. He used receiver operation curves (ROC) commonly applied in radar detection problems. The resulting curves labeled A and B in Figure 4 refer to the relative performance of A and B level readers when compared to truth as established by at least one C level reader. (Truth represents 100 percent true positive and 0 percent false positive. ) A third curve refers to the performance of the prototype system. This curve was traced by varying T between 0 and 1 for the 465 film test set used in the study. A fourth curve represents the reading level subsequently established by the National Institute for Occupational safety and Health administration for certification of all future B level readers. This later curve was established by allowing 20 high proficiency B readers to specify the indicated operating curve relative to this truth. It should be pointed out that the curves shown were often derived from different film sets. However, it is hoped that they provide some approximate guidelines for this system's intermediate performance level.
Stand Alone Dr. Adam Prototype
Using the set of 130 films for both training and testing, the following results are on an overall film basis with no zonal classification being considered.
Digital training Digital testing Optical training Optical testing
Percent Correct 93% 84% 92% 80%
These initial results are significantly accurate to encourage refinements in the existing program design.
Conclusions
The results just presented yield evidence that 5 out of 6 of our readers diagnose substantially better than the general population of B readers on the 465 films used in this study. Even the least consistent of our readers diagnoses at a level above a B level curve. The computer system presently reads at a proficiency between that of an A and B reader but favoring the B curves.
In preliminary medical screening programs the cost associated with false negatives are much greater than that associated with a false positive. An abnormal judged normal will not be treated. However, a normal judged abnormal will at least benefit from further tests. In the present situation the device is designed to serve as a preliminary screening tool at a single central film collection and remailing facility. Thus, a higher false positive rate is much more acceptable than a high false negative rate since the former will always undergo at least one more reading but the latter may not. Table 6 represents the average result of our readers. The percent correct of 91.6 represents a reasonable upper bound of inter -reader consistency for the films used in this study, and thus a trainable classifier could not be expected to exceed this bound. This conjecture is further strengthened by the device training results. It should also be noted that the five readers used to establish the consensus could all agree on only 81.5 percent of the 465 films. If one were to fix the true positive rate at 83.5 percent as in Table 8 and then estimate the false positive rate from the higher performance B reader curve of Figure  4 , the following confusion matrix, shown in Table 9 , would be formed.
Thus, with an equal true positive rate, the relative performance of the device and the accepted B reader population is put into better perspective. The results presented represent the analysis of the first large scale film reading test of this prototype system. Thus, the performance figures are expected to improve in subsequent tests.
In preliminary medical screening programs the cost associated with false negatives are much greater than that associated with a false positive. An abnormal judged normal will not be treated. However, a normal judged abnormal will at least benefit from further tests. In the present situation the device is designed to serve as a preliminary screening tool at a single central film collection and remailing facility. Thus, a higher false positive rate is much more acceptable than a high false negative rate since the former will always undergo at least one more reading but the latter may not. Table 6 represents the average result of our readers. The percent correct of 91. 6 represents a reasonable upper bound of inter-reader consistency for the films used in this study, and thus a trainable classifier could not be expected to exceed this bound. This conjecture is further strengthened by the device training results. It should also be noted that the five readers used to establish the consensus could all agree on only 81.5 percent of the 465 films. If one were to fix the true positive rate at 83. 5 percent as in Table 8 and then estimate the false positive rate from the higher performance B reader curve of Figure  4 , the following confusion matrix, shown in Table 9 , would be formed.
